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Teodorico Raposo, the novel's lascivious anti-hero is a master of deceit; one minute feigning devotion in front of his rich, pious aunt, in order to inherit her money, the next indulging in debauchery. Spurred on
by the desire to please his aunt, and in order to get away from his unfaithful mistress, he embarks on a journey to the Holy Land in search of a holy relic. The resulting fiasco is a masterpiece of comic irony as
religious bigotry and personal greed are mercilessly ridiculed.
Conteúdos - Estratégias e dicas - Conheça os golpes, vitalidade e pontos fracos do seu inimigo, estudando monstros e chefões. Personagens extras - Invoque novos personagens para incrementar seu jogo.
Segredos do Outbreak file número 2 - Escolha os melhores personagens, habilite novos membros para sua equipe e conheça as estratégias para as cenas alternativas do game.
LINUX OPERATIONS AND ADMINISTRATION introduces readers to Linux operations and system administration through a unified installation, using virtual machines. This text is more effective than those
that take a professional approach because it eliminates confusion from working with differing hardware configurations, while allowing users to test interoperability between Linux and Windows. Detailed, yet
reader-friendly, Linux Operations and Administration makes it easy to learn Linux and practice it with helpful in-text features like learning objectives and key terms, as well as items for self assessment such as
review questions, hands-on activities, and case projects. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product description or the product text may not be available in the ebook version.
The International Bestseller That Tells How Semler Tore Up The Rule Books - And Defied Inflation Running At Up To 900% Per Year!- Workers Make Decisions Previously Made By Their Bosses- Managerial
Staff Set Their Own Salaries And Bonuses - Everyone Has Access To The Company Books- No Formality - A Minimum Of Meetings, Memos And Approvals- Internal Walls Torn Down - Shopfloor Workers
Set Their Own Productivity Targets And SchedulesResult - Semco Is One Of Latin America'S Fastest-Growing Companies, Acknowledged To Be The Best In Brazil To Work For, And With A Waiting List Of
Thousands Of Applicants Waiting To Join It. Learn Ricardo'S Secrets And Let Some Of The Semco Magic Rub Off On You And Your Company.
Paradoxically, as 1954 came to an end William Branham was not satisfied. He thought his supernatural gift should have revolutionized the Christian world, broken down denominational barriers, and brought
all Christians together in oneness of spirit, purpose and doctrine. It had not. He decided the reason for this failure was because many Christians did not understand the God they were trying to worship. To
remedy this problem, Bill felt led to teach more doctrine in his evangelistic campaigns, explaining the fundamentals of the Christian faith. This decision produced some unexpected results. During 1955,
attendance at his faith-healing campaigns declined sharply. Evidently, people welcomed miracles as long as they didn't have to change their own ideas. Some people felt he should concentrate on divine
healing and leave the teaching to the pastors, or teachers who had more education.
Todo mal tem uma origem. Pinhead está de volta Por aproximadamente trinta anos o Sacerdote do Inferno – conhecido por todos nós pela sugestiva alcunha de Pinhead – tem sido um dos mais ilustres e
famosos personagens do universo do terror de todos os tempos. O aclamado escritor Clive Barker, seu criador, apresenta agora o capítulo final desta saga, que teve início com Hellraiser – Renascido do
Inferno. Publicado pela primeira vez no Brasil pela DarkSide Books em 2015, o clássico de Barker se tornou um verdadeiro sucesso e liderou a lista dos mais vendidos da Amazon Brasil. Além disso, a
edição chamou a atenção do próprio Barker que considerou-a a mais bela já feita para a sua novela. E agora não será diferente. Você vai entender tudo sobre o universo dos Cenobitas. Evangelho de
Sangue reconduz os leitores ao tempo marcado por dois de seus mais icônicos personagens – Harry D'Amour e Pinhead –, que conduzem a história em uma batalha entre o bem e o mal tão antiga quanto o
tempo, onde o autor conecta a mitologia de Hellraiser ao Inferno bíblico. Segundo o escritor inglês Michael Marshall Smith, "o embate entre Harry D'Amour e Pinhead é meticulosamente construído,
infinitamente criativo e tem muito bom humor". Clive Barker retorna à sua poderosa voz narrativa em grande estilo. Evangelho de Sangue é o sombrio, sangrento e brutal épico do terror, narrado pelo mestre
inquestionável do gênero, e ansiosamente aguardado pelos fãs. "Eu vi o futuro do terror, seu nome é Clive Barker." – Stephen King, ao ler Hellraiser no ano de sua publicação, em 1986
What's being widely regarded as "one of the most life changing books ever written" may be the simplest approach to achieving everything you've ever wanted, and faster than you ever thought possible. What
if you could wake up tomorrow and any-or EVERY-area of your life was beginning to transform? What would you change? The Miracle Morning is already transforming the lives of tens of thousands of people
around the world by showing them how to wake up each day with more ENERGY, MOTIVATION, and FOCUS to take your life to the next level. It's been right here in front of us all along, but this book has
finally brought it to life. Are you ready? The next chapter of YOUR life-the most extraordinary life you've ever imagined-is about to begin. It's time to WAKE UP to your full potential...
Use Sex Toys to Turn Up the Excitement! Are you looking to take your sex life from everyday to extraordinary? The Big Book of Sex Toys covers the hottest hardware for taking your sex life to the next level.
Whether you’re looking to liven up solo sex, hit hot spots more easily, give your partner new sensations or add new twists to classic positions, inside you’ll find every toy imaginable from mild to wild. Inside,
you'll find: —Wearable vibrators that give you a buzz all day long —Double-ended dildos that give simultaneous penetration for him and her —Sex furniture and swing-sets that make your bedroom the ultimate
playground —Fun accoutrements that put the sizzle in sensation play Sexy photos take the guesswork out how to integrate toys with positions, oral sex, and hand moves as well as how to get in and out of
strap-ons, slings, and swings like a pro. Renowned author, sex expert, and adult film director Tristan Taormino has put together the ultimate guide to choosing, buying, and getting the most sexual satisfaction
from your sex toys. Whether you’re a curious novice or an advanced aficionado, The Big Book of Sex Toys offers recommendations and advice for the top toys in every category from vibrators to butt plugs to
bondage and tells you everything you need to know but were too shy to ask.

My Sweet Orange TreeCandlewick Press
For the students of MBA, PGDBM, M.Com. And other Management Courses. Contains a variety of real-life examples. Glossary given at the end of the book enables students to have
knowledge and be familiar with the important key terms used.
The experience of modernization -- the dizzying social changes that swept millions of people into the capitalist world -- and modernism in art, literature and architecture are brilliantly integrated
in this account.
Examines the many reasons and motivations for the destruction of books throughout history, citing specific acts from the smashing of ancient Sumerian tablets to the looting of libraries in postwar Iraq.
All seven eBooks in the multi-award winning, internationally bestselling Harry Potter series, available as one download with stunning cover art by Olly Moss. Enjoy the stories that have
captured the imagination of millions worldwide. Having now become classics of our time, the Harry Potter ebooks never fail to bring comfort and escapism to readers of all ages. With its
message of hope, belonging and the enduring power of truth and love, the story of the Boy Who Lived continues to delight generations of new readers.
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"Now a major motion picture! Includes full-color movie photos and exclusive content!"--Dust jacket.
The author of the controversial bestseller Brain Trust brings his scientific expertise to the chilling true story of unexplained phenomena on Utah's Skinwalker Ranch -- and challenges us with a
new vision of reality. For more than fifty years, the bizarre events at a remote Utah ranch have ranged from the perplexing to the wholly terrifying. Vanishing and mutilated cattle. Unidentified
Flying Objects. The appearance of huge, otherworldly creatures. Invisible objects emitting magnetic fields with the power to spark a cattle stampede. Flying orbs of light with dazzling
maneuverability and lethal consequences. For one family, life on the Skinwalker Ranch had become a life under siege by an unknown enemy or enemies. Nothing else could explain the
horrors that surrounded them -- perhaps science could. Leading a first-class team of research scientists on a disturbing odyssey into the unknown, Colm Kelleher spent hundreds of days and
nights on the Skinwalker property and experienced firsthand many of its haunting mysteries. With investigative reporter George Knapp -- the only journalist allowed to witness and document
the team's work -- Kelleher chronicles in superb detail the spectacular happenings the team observed personally, and the theories of modern physics behind the phenomena. Far from the
coldly detached findings one might expect, their conclusions are utterly hair-raising in their implications. Opening a door to the unseen world around us, Hunt for the Skinwalker is a clarion call
to expand our vision far beyond what we know.
The Diary of a Young Girl, also known as The Diary of Anne Frank, is a book of the writings from the Dutch language diary kept by Anne Frank while In 1942, with zis occupying Holland, a
thirteen-year-old Jewish girl and her family fled their home in Amsterdam and went into hiding.The family was apprehended in 1944, and Anne Frank died of typhus in the Bergen-Belsen
concentration camp in 1945. In her diary Anne Frank recorded vivid impressions of her experiences during this period. By turns thoughtful, moving, and amusing, her account offers a fasciting
commentary on human courage and frailty and a compelling self-portrait of a sensitive and spirited young woman whose promise was tragically cut short. The diary was retrieved by Miep
Gies, who gave it to Anne's father, Otto Frank, the family's only known survivor, just after the war was over. The diary has since been published in more than 60 languages.
This popular textbook offers a thorough and accessible approach to Canadian Studies through comparative analyses of Canada and the United States, their histories, geographies, political systems,
economies, and cultures. Students and professors alike acknowledge it as an ideal tool for understanding the close relationship between the two countries, their shared experiences, and their differing views
on a range of issues. Fully revised and updated, the second edition of Canadian Studies in the New Millennium includes new chapters on Demography and Immigration Policy, the Environment, and Civil
Society and Social Policy, all written by leading scholars and educators in the field. At a time in which there is a growing mutual dependence between the US and Canada for security, trade, and investment,
Canadian Studies in the New Millennium will continue to be a valuable resource for students, educators, and practitioners on both sides of the border.
In future São Paulo, water is scarce, garbage clogs the roads, and every life is now ruled by the sinister and omnipotent System. A classic novel of “dystopia,” looking back to Orwell’s 1984 and forward to
Gilliam’s Brazil. Welcome to São Paulo, Brazil, in the not too distant future. Water is scarce, garbage clogs the city, movement is restricted, and the System—sinister, omnipotent, secret—rules its subjects’
every moment and thought. Here, middle-aged Souza lives a meaningless life in a world where the future is doomed and all memory of the past is forbidden. A classic novel of “dystopia,” looking back to
Orwell’s 1984 and forward to Terry Gilliam’s Brazil, And Still the Earth stands with Loyola Brandão’s Zero as one of the author’s greatest, and darkest, achievements.
A revelatory memoir of the 17 years Juan Sanchez spent as one of Fidel Castro's personal soldiers, in his innermost circle
Nina Borg, a Red Cross nurse, wife, and mother of two, is a compulsive do-gooder who can't say no when someone asks for help—even when she knows better. When her estranged friend Karin leaves her a
key to a public locker in the Copenhagen train station, Nina gets suckered into her most dangerous project yet. Inside the locker is a suitcase, and inside the suitcase is a three-year-old boy: naked and
drugged, but alive. Is the boy a victim of child trafficking? Can he be turned over to authorities, or will they only return him to whoever sold him? When Karin is discovered brutally murdered, Nina realizes that
her life and the boy's are in jeopardy, too. In an increasingly desperate trek across Denmark, Nina tries to figure out who the boy is, where he belongs, and who exactly is trying to hunt him down.
Uma história de terror parece brotar do corpo em estado de decomposição encontrado num contêiner, no porto de Richmond. Indícios ligam o cadáver ao crime organizado. Mais especificamente, a uma
máfia instalada na França, de atuação internacional e profunda influência junto a governantes e outros poderosos. A autópsia realizada pela médica-legista Kay Scarpetta indica que o assassino - conhecido
como loup-garou - só pode ser um lobisomem. Mutila pessoas e deixa no local dos crimes cabelos humanos, finos e longos. A sombra do lobisomem paira sobre a história, e a doutora Scarpetta começa a
suspeitar que esta será sua primeira aventura sobrenatural. Como se não bastasse a seqüência de mortes brutais que apavora a população de Paris, a doutora ainda precisa lidar com sérios problemas
políticos e pessoais. Prejudicam ainda seu esforço as sabotagens que sofre no departamento onde trabalha e a perseguição da chefe de polícia interina, a tirânica Diane Bray. Vinda de Washington, ela
pretende subordinar Scarpetta a seu setor. E atormentar Pete Marino, o detetive que auxilia a médica, até que ele peça demissão.
Even today, Mr. Doyle's stories create such a sensation all over the world that he now ranks among the best English novelists. This novel marks the first appearance ever of Sherlock Holmes and Dr. Watson
and shows the marvellous imagination which enables him to invent a seemingly insoluble mystery and then to clearly unravel it. This edition is illustrated with more than twenty drawings.
"The Purloined Letter" is a short story by American author Edgar Allan Poe. It is the third of his three detective stories featuring the fictional C. Auguste Dupin, the other two being "The Murders in the Rue
Morgue" and "The Mystery of Marie Rogêt". These stories are considered to be important early forerunners of the modern detective story. It first appeared in The Gift for 1845 (1844) and was soon reprinted
in numerous journals and newspapers.
No mundo real, Hiro Protagonist é entregador de pizzas na CosaNostra, pizzaria controlada pela organização mafiosa do Tio Enzo. Mas, no Metaverso, ele é um príncipe samurai. Um novo vírus vem
derrubando hackers por todo o mundo, e Hiro parte em uma jornada perigosa para encontrar e destruir o sombrio vilão virtual que ameaça não só a existência daquele universo virtual, mas da própria
Realidade. Com um enredo eletrizante, repleto de ação e escárnio, a obra é fundamental para os fãs de ficção científica e da cultura cyberpunk.

Explains how self-delusion is part of a person's psychological defense system, identifying common misconceptions people have on topics such as caffeine withdrawal, hindsight,
and brand loyalty.
#1 bestselling author Stephenie Meyer makes a triumphant return to the world of Twilight with this highly anticipated companion: the iconic love story of Bella and Edward told
from the vampire's point of view. When Edward Cullen and Bella Swan met in Twilight, an iconic love story was born. But until now, fans have heard only Bella's side of the story.
At last, readers can experience Edward's version in the long-awaited companion novel, Midnight Sun. This unforgettable tale as told through Edward's eyes takes on a new and
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decidedly dark twist. Meeting Bella is both the most unnerving and intriguing event he has experienced in all his years as a vampire. As we learn more fascinating details about
Edward's past and the complexity of his inner thoughts, we understand why this is the defining struggle of his life. How can he justify following his heart if it means leading Bella
into danger? In Midnight Sun, Stephenie Meyer transports us back to a world that has captivated millions of readers and brings us an epic novel about the profound pleasures
and devastating consequences of immortal love. An instant #1 New York Times BestsellerAn instant #1 USA Today BestsellerAn instant #1 Wall Street Journal BestsellerAn
instant #1 IndieBound BestsellerApple Audiobook August Must-Listens Pick "People do not want to just read Meyer's books; they want to climb inside them and live there." -Time "A literary phenomenon." -- New York Times
Since their mother's death, Carter and Sadie have become near strangers. While Sadie has lived with her grandparents in London, her brother has traveled the world with their
father, the brilliant Egyptologist, Dr. Julius Kane. One night, Dr. Kane brings the siblings together for a "research experiment" at the British Museum, where he hopes to set things
right for his family. Instead, he unleashes the Egyptian god Set, who banishes him to oblivion and forces the children to flee for their lives. From the creator of the hit Percy
Jackson series.
Fifty years after its first publication, the multimillion-copy international bestseller is available again in English, sharing the heartbreaking tale of a gifted, mischievous, direly
misunderstood boy growing up in Rio de Janeiro. When Zezé grows up, he wants to be a poet in a bow tie. For now the precocious young boy entertains himself by playing clever
pranks on the residents of his Rio de Janeiro neighborhood, stunts for which his parents and siblings punish him severely. Lately, with his father out of work, the beatings have
become harsher. Zezé’s only solace comes from his time at school, his hours secretly spent singing with a street musician, and the refuge he finds with his precious magical
orange tree. When Zezé finally makes a real friend, his life begins to change, opening him up to human tenderness but also wrenching sorrow. Never out of print in Brazil since it
was first published in 1968, My Sweet Orange Tree, inspired by the author’s own childhood, has been translated into many languages and has won the hearts of millions of
young readers across the globe.
Eca de Queiros was Portugal's greatest nineteenth-century novelist, whose works brilliantly evoke -- and condemn -- the rapidly changing society of his times. The Maias (1888)
depicts the declining fortunes of a landowning family over three generations as they are gradually undermined by hypocrisy, complacency, and sexual license. With a vivid,
comprehensive portrayal of nineteenth-century Portuguese politics and social history, Eca creates a kind of comedie humaine that, despite the force of its social satire and its
damning critique of the Portugal from which he had exiled himself, is a supreme work of humor and irony. The author was a diplomat who traveled widely, and although he
claimed to be an apostle of naturalist realism, he reveals with detached irony the lethargy and decadence of his native land. The book initially attracted attention through its
account of an incestuous romance, yet today we can see this as just one element in a novel whose compelling story, depth of thought, and compassion make it one of Europe's
great literary masterpieces.
"It is a truth universally acknowledged . . ." that a single woman in possession of a good character but no fortune must be in want of a wealthy husband—that is, if she is the
heroine of a nineteenth-century novel. Senhora, by contrast, turns the tables on this familiar plot. Its strong-willed, independent heroine Aurélia uses newly inherited wealth to
"buy back" and exact revenge on the fiancé who had left her for a woman with a more enticing dowry. This exciting Brazilian novel, originally published in 1875 and here
translated into English for the first time, raises many questions about traditional gender relationships, the commercial nature of marriage, and the institution of the dowry. While
conventional marital roles triumph in the end, the novel still offers realistic insights into the social and economic structure of Rio de Janeiro in the mid-1800s. With its unexpected
plot, it also opens important new perspectives on the nineteenth-century Romantic novel.
In the present book, How to Win Friends and Influence People, Dale Carnegie says, "You can make someone want to do what you want them to do by seeing the situation from
the other person's point of view and arousing in the other person an eager want." You learn how to make people like you, win people over to your way of thinking, and change
people without causing offense or arousing resentment. For instance, "let the other person feel that the idea is his or hers" and "talk about your own mistakes before criticizing the
other person." This book is all about building relationships. With good relationships, personal and business successes are easy and swift to achieve.
A Brazilian Lord of the Flies, about a group of boys who live by their wits and daring in the slums of Bahia A Penguin Classics They call themselves “Captains of the Sands,” a
gang of orphans and runaways who live by their wits and daring in the torrid slums and sleazy back alleys of Bahia. Led by fifteen-year-old “Bullet,” the band—including a crafty
liar named “Legless,” the intellectual “Professor,” and the sexually precocious “Cat”—pulls off heists and escapades against the right and privileged of Brazil. But when a public
outcry demands the capture of the “little criminals,” the fate of these children becomes a poignant, intensely moving drama of love and freedom in a shackled land. Captains of
the Sands captures the rich culture, vivid emotions, and wild landscape of Bahia with penetrating authenticity and brilliantly displays the genius of Brazil’s most acclaimed author.
For more than seventy years, Penguin has been the leading publisher of classic literature in the English-speaking world. With more than 1,700 titles, Penguin Classics represents
a global bookshelf of the best works throughout history and across genres and disciplines. Readers trust the series to provide authoritative texts enhanced by introductions and
notes by distinguished scholars and contemporary authors, as well as up-to-date translations by award-winning translators.
The murder of a world-famous physicist raises fears that the Illuminati are operating again after centuries of silence, and religion professor Robert Langdon is called in to assist with the case.
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Você está preparado para sentir medo? Aquela sensação inquietante que pode se traduzir em um simples arrepio que percorre sua espinha ou em um pensamento obsessivo que te impede
de ir sozinho à cozinha de sua casa escura no meio da madrugada. Narrativas do Medo é uma série de antologias que traz alguns dos melhores autores do gênero de terror do país, que são
especializados em te causar sensações como medo, angústia, desconforto e asco, enfim, tudo o que um fã de terror busca em um bom livro. Autores e contos: ADEMIR PASCALE – O
balanço da velha árvore ALEXANDRE CALLARI – Malditos palhaços ALFER MEDEIROS – Aquela Que Espreita CESAR BRAVO – Agouro DANIEL PIRES – A lenda do Raimundinho DUDA
FALCÃO – Necrochorume FLÁVIO KARRAS – As moscas dormem de madrugada GERALDO DE FRAGA – Yaoguai HEDJAN C.S. – Filhos do escuro MÁRCIO BENJAMIN – Sete cordas
MARCOS DEBRITO – Soturno MARCUS BARCELOS – O Velho Doria MELVIN MENOVIKS – Sobreviventes PAUL RICHARD UGO – Pesadelo em Sachsenhausen PETTER BAIESTORF –
Mundo em fúria RÔ MIERLING – Tocada pelo inimigo RODRIGO RAMOS – Penitência VITOR ABDALA – Gás lacrimogêneo
From a co-founder of Pixar Animation Studios—the Academy Award–winning studio behind Coco, Inside Out, and Toy Story—comes an incisive book about creativity in business and leadership
for readers of Daniel Pink, Tom Peters, and Chip and Dan Heath. NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER | NAMED ONE OF THE BEST BOOKS OF THE YEAR BY The Huffington Post •
Financial Times • Success • Inc. • Library Journal Creativity, Inc. is a manual for anyone who strives for originality and the first-ever, all-access trip into the nerve center of Pixar
Animation—into the meetings, postmortems, and “Braintrust” sessions where some of the most successful films in history are made. It is, at heart, a book about creativity—but it is also, as Pixar
co-founder and president Ed Catmull writes, “an expression of the ideas that I believe make the best in us possible.” For nearly twenty years, Pixar has dominated the world of animation,
producing such beloved films as the Toy Story trilogy, Monsters, Inc., Finding Nemo, The Incredibles, Up, WALL-E, and Inside Out, which have gone on to set box-office records and garner
thirty Academy Awards. The joyousness of the storytelling, the inventive plots, the emotional authenticity: In some ways, Pixar movies are an object lesson in what creativity really is. Here, in
this book, Catmull reveals the ideals and techniques that have made Pixar so widely admired—and so profitable. As a young man, Ed Catmull had a dream: to make the first computeranimated movie. He nurtured that dream as a Ph.D. student at the University of Utah, where many computer science pioneers got their start, and then forged a partnership with George Lucas
that led, indirectly, to his co-founding Pixar in 1986. Nine years later, Toy Story was released, changing animation forever. The essential ingredient in that movie’s success—and in the thirteen
movies that followed—was the unique environment that Catmull and his colleagues built at Pixar, based on leadership and management philosophies that protect the creative process and defy
convention, such as: • Give a good idea to a mediocre team, and they will screw it up. But give a mediocre idea to a great team, and they will either fix it or come up with something better. • If
you don’t strive to uncover what is unseen and understand its nature, you will be ill prepared to lead. • It’s not the manager’s job to prevent risks. It’s the manager’s job to make it safe for
others to take them. • The cost of preventing errors is often far greater than the cost of fixing them. • A company’s communication structure should not mirror its organizational structure.
Everybody should be able to talk to anybody.
Reveals ten secrets about the forces of radiation and attraction at work in all people that guides readers toward a new level of consciousness and helps them attract only partners they desire.
Acordar em um lugar sujo e completamente estranho parece algo insano demais, principalmente quando uma jovem percebe que está dentro de uma prisão e não consegue se recordar nem
mesmo de seu próprio nome. Completamente perdida, sua única escolha é tentar se comunicar com os outros encarcerados, como James, um antigo prisioneiro que parece saber muito
sobre ela. A garota descobre que está em Landara, uma ilha que abriga criaturas incríveis e civilizações bem peculiares. Para desvendar os mistérios desse lugar, terá que encontrar Klaus
Leone, um cientista genial que há tempos esconde algo que poderá mudar o futuro da ilha. E ao contar com a ajuda de diversos companheiros, acabará se apaixonando por um deles. As
descobertas de seu passado e sobre este mundo aumentam a cada página e, de forma surpreendente, acabam alterando o rumo da viagem, obrigando-a a enfrentar situações que ela só
acreditava ser possível em sonhos. O que esta extraordinária ilha tem de tão oculta?
To these seven narratives of neurological disorder Dr. Sacks brings the same humanity, poetic observation, and infectious sense of wonder that are apparent in his bestsellers Awakenings
and The Man Who Mistook His Wife for a Hat. These men, women, and one extraordinary child emerge as brilliantly adaptive personalities, whose conditions have not so much debilitated
them as ushered them into another reality.
To everyone who's anyone in New York City Victory Ford, Wendy Healy and Nico O'Neilly are the beautiful face of success in the city. Victory is the hottest new designer on the block, Wendy
is President of Parador Pictures with a sure-fire hit in production and Nico is the editor of BONFIRE magazine. The trouble is, from where Victory, Nico and Wendy are standing things don't
look quite that way. Nico is fitting in guilty extra-marital sex with an underwear model. Victory's last collection bombed and Wendy's twelve-year marriage to her metrosexual househusband is
in freefall. Candace Bushnell's new heroines are irresistible, and as she follows them through the minefield of work, love and life at the top she gives us a hugely entertaining lesson on how to
stay ahead in the toughest town on the planet.
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